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Executive Summary

On September 6th and 7th 2018, the Epilepsy Innovation Institute (Ei²) hosted an innovation workshop to assess the state of the science on personalized brain networks for epilepsy. The workshop convened multiple stakeholders including people impacted by epilepsy, neuroscientists, basic scientists, clinicians, mathematicians, engineers, and industry representatives. Conversations centered on what is currently possible, what are potential future directions, and what critical infrastructure is needed to move the field forward. The notes from the workshop discussions are outlined below.
Overview

Epilepsy is a common neurological condition characterized by the occurrence of recurrent spontaneous seizures. The World Health Organization estimates that there are over 50 million people living with epilepsy worldwide ("World Health Organization: Epilepsy," 2018.). About a third of people living with epilepsy do not have seizure control, and those whose seizures are controlled are at risk of breakthrough seizures (Brodie, Barry, Bamagous, Norrie, & Kwan, 2012). This staggering number has not changed in decades, despite over a dozen new therapies for epilepsy since the 1990s (Löscher & Schmidt, 2011).

In 2017, the Epilepsy Innovation Institute (Ei²), a research program of the Epilepsy Foundation, released an online survey asking where the scientific community should be focusing their efforts in epilepsy. Over six hundred individuals impacted by epilepsy responded from across the United States and abroad. Understanding the causes of epilepsy was selected as a top priority for researchers. We know people living with epilepsy are not having seizures one hundred percent of the time, so why are the seizures happening when they do? What is it about the pathways in the brain in the moments before a seizure starts? What is it about the brain activity that activates those pathways in that specific area of that brain in that specific moment? And what causes the seizure to then spread or not spread when the initiation occurs? Although researchers have been studying seizures for over a century, we still cannot answer the questions of why seizures start, how seizures spread and why they stop when they do for those impacted by epilepsy.

The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) defines a seizure as “a transient occurrence of signs and/or symptoms due to abnormal excessive or synchronous neuronal activity in the brain.”(Fisher et al., 2014). Evidence suggests that the pathophysiological underpinnings of seizure generation and propagation may involve abnormalities not just within a brain region but abnormalities distributed through multiple brain areas (Englot et al., 2015; Englot, Konrad, & Morgan, 2016; Luo et al., 2012; Morgan, Conrad, Abou-Khalil, Rogers, & Kang, 2015; Morgan, Rogers, Sonmezeturk, Gore, & Abou-Khalil, 2011; Zaveri et al., 2009). To complicate matters, several non-epileptic conditions, for example tremor, also involve excessive or synchronous abnormal discharges (Hanson, Fuller, Lebedev, Turner, & Nicolelis, 2012). If we could understand what the epilepsy network is, perhaps this could explain the difference between the abnormal synchrony resulting in tremor, sleep and many other conditions versus seizures. In the past decade, there have been advances in complex system network approaches, such as those used in mathematics and computer science to study effective retrieval of web information or impact of failures in airline networks. Could these approaches also be applied to understanding the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying seizure propagation and termination in epilepsy?

On September 6th and 7th 2018, Ei² hosted an innovation workshop to assess how the community is currently applying network analysis to understanding an individual’s seizure spread patterns and how to apply network approaches to revolutionize care. Workshop attendees were a diverse multi-disciplinary stakeholder group comprising of those impacted by epilepsy, neuroscientists, basic scientists, clinicians, mathematicians, engineers, and industry representatives. Conversations centered on current initiatives,
potential future directions, and critical infrastructure needed to better understand seizure initiation and propagation in a brain network.

Prior to the meeting, attendees were surveyed and highlighted multiple areas that would be improved and enhanced if we had a better understanding of epileptic networks such as:

- diagnosis,
- prediction of long-term outcome to surgery,
- seizure forecasting,
- treatment of co-occurring conditions such as depression, anxiety and cognitive dysfunction,
- tailoring of treatment to the individual, and
- identifying novel treatment strategies.

Although there was broad consensus that the concept of epileptic networks is important and have the potential to transform current clinical practice, it was less clear about how to apply that concept in practice to push the field forward. The term “epileptic networks” has been used as a catchall phrase to emphasize our need to expand the concept of seizures to incorporate large-scale network behavior and further our understanding of epilepsy and enhance care. A major barrier identified was the lack of a concrete framework for defining and analyzing these large-scale networks.

Defining and Modeling an Epilepsy Network

A network reduces a complex system like the brain to a map defined by nodes (brain regions) and edges (connections between the nodes). These connections can be defined structurally (i.e. nerve fiber tracts) or functionally (i.e. examining the coupling of different brain regions during activity). Together, the defined nodes and edges enable one to describe the brain in terms of connectome mapping of the brain. Once this connectome has been established, one can apply a conceptual analytical framework to characterize the organization of those epilepsy networks (Kramer & Cash, 2012; Richardson, 2012; Scott et al., 2018; van Diessen, Diederen, Braun, Jansen, & Stam, 2013). Such a network analysis allows for a dynamic model to be overlaid on the map that the connectome provides. For example, due to biological compensatory mechanisms and complex interactions between components, a network analysis could characterize the multiple nonlinear relationships over time and space that may otherwise be difficult to interpret. Moreover, a dynamic network analysis could interpret the propagation patterns in an individual’s connectome-based network that cannot be completely understood by examining individual components (connectome, dynamics) in isolation.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR MODELING AN EPILEPSY NETWORK

Mapping the epilepsy connectome may seem like an insurmountable challenge, as one debates how many nodes and edges to include in the model. For example, there are over one hundred billion neurons in the brain, not to mention glial cells, ion channels, dendrites, and other neural components. The field
of connectomics is still relatively novel and a diversity of methods are employed when constructing a network map. Therefore, when constructing a network map, fundamental decisions need to be made and clearly outlined. Considerations include:

1. How are the nodes/edges selected for the connectome map (i.e. is it spatial and/or functional and what criteria were used to make those determinations?),
2. What is the spatial scale (i.e. is it on the microscale (cellular level) or a macroscale (whole brain network) or mesoscale (somewhere in between?)), and
3. What is the timeframe that the network analysis wants to observe on this overlaid map (i.e. are the dynamics on the level of milliseconds for action potentials or hours, days or longer for modeling seizure occurrence)?

Once those decisions have been made, the next step is to collect data to observe how the network behaves. There are multiple tools that can be used to make observations about the network. Those who study structural connectivity of the epilepsy network often employ magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with diffusion tensor imaging. Functional connectivity of the epilepsy network is often visualized with electroencephalograms (EEG), electrocorticography (ECoG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), or functional MRI (fMRI). A limitation of these approaches is that their analysis is subjective to human interpretation. For example, when epileptologists were asked to identify the start of a seizure on ECoG recordings, there was variability among the experts on the precise location of the start (Davis et al., 2018). The subjectivity is particularly relevant in network analysis, which may be dependent on human-selected parameters such as connectivity thresholds, brain sampling, and details of the measures used. Generally, a key recommendation for decision making in low-validity environments is the inclusion of algorithmic aids (Kahneman & Klein, 2009). Therefore, when making observations for a network, using a multimodal approach across different scales and computer automation to select the specific features of the network that are of interest, may help reduce the bias of human subjectivity and improve the quality of data observed for constructing the model.

Once the data has been collected, it is possible to create a mathematical model based on the network topology to reproduce the observations from the original data. For example, researchers studying ECoG recordings have identified a stereotyped signature profile at seizure onset, propagation, and termination (for review, see (Kramer & Cash, 2012)). Features that have been described include the “beta buzz,” in seizure initiation which describes the low-amplitude, high-frequency (20Hz) signal in a localized area (de Curtis & Gnatkovsky, 2009), along with a decoupling of 80-200Hz frequency rhythms at distal regions (Bartolomei et al., 2004; Schindler et al., 2010). During the propagation of a seizure, there have been observations of brain voltage dynamics transitioning to low-amplitude, low rhythmic activity that is a bit more varied than the initiation phase. There also seems to be a critical transition period, where voltage rhythms appear to decrease in frequency with time, known as a brain chirp phenomenon (Schiff et al., 2000). During the termination phase of a seizure, another critical transition has been observed, with an increase in temporal and spatial correlations resulting in a near simultaneous cessation of voltage activity across the brain (Kramer et al., 2012). Note that these observations have been based on human interpretation and not algorithmically decided.
Further reduction in bias can be accomplished by using fundamental approaches rooted in algorithms and mathematics. For instance, dynamical systems theory allowed the systematic classification of 16 different EEG seizure signature profiles (Viktor K. Jirsa, Stacey, Quilichini, Ivanov, & Bernard, 2014). This taxonomy was later investigated using experimental and clinical recordings, and a single profile was found consistently across species. When coupled with the underlying connectome of the brain, this computational model of a virtual epilepsy patient simulated how individual seizure propagation profiles could emerge within the network (V.K. Jirsa et al., 2017). Phenomenological approaches of this kind are typically less useful in generating physiologically mechanistic insight but have demonstrated predictive and explanatory power for patient-specific networks. Recognizing that different biological processes and causes might have similar outcomes that result in stereotype seizure dynamics, this phenomenological model approach presents a strategy to identify what those processes might be experimentally.

Although the brain is constantly plastic and brain activity is constantly changing, brain activity is not completely random. Therefore, we need to have quality data sets that help us constrain and parametrize the modeling. There are many different types of mathematical approaches that can be applied to modeling the observed dynamic nonlinear network. Mathematical modeling of brain networks is still an emerging field and the epilepsy field would benefit from an influx of new mathematical perspectives on analyzing network properties that could be applied to modeling seizure spread across the brain. For example, one could consider symmetries within the network topology or emerging theories on control principles of complex systems (Liu & Barabási, 2016; MacArthur, Sánchez-García, & Anderson, 2008). Once a computational model has been created, predictions can be formulated and validated on new data sets that have not been collected or trained on the initial model. This approach allows researchers to glean new mechanistic insights and create models which can then be tested prospectively.

Importance of Personalization and Classification of Networks

A huge challenge in the field is understanding which of the many available therapies will have the greatest efficacy and lowest risk for adverse effects in an individual patient. There are many paths to a seizure and multiple causes for epilepsy. The International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) has stratified the underlying causes for epilepsy into 6 categories: genetics, brain structure abnormalities, metabolism changes, immune system abnormalities, infectious disease, and unknown causes (Berg & Millichap, 2013). What makes the heterogeneity so challenging is that very different mechanisms can give rise to the same clinical manifestation of a seizure. Thus, clinically similar patients may have different underlying mechanisms of epilepsy and therefore respond differently to therapeutic approaches. Network analysis could allow us to potentially classify these individuals separate from underlying mechanisms and potentially better tailor the treatment.

Surgery as a Case-Study

Personalized network modeling is currently being considered to predict outcome in patients undergoing epilepsy surgery. When someone is being evaluated for surgery, source localization mapping methodology is used to identify a defined seizure onset zone or epileptogenic zone (Rosenow & Lüders, 2001). If that focal region can be identified, and it is safe to resect, then in theory, the person could be
cured of having seizures. However, the concept of a seizure focus is not as simple as originally believed. For surgeries outside the temporal lobe, even when there is a clear hypothesis for the area of seizure origin, less than half achieve complete seizure freedom (de Tisi et al., 2011; Englot, Breshears, Sun, Chang, & Auguste, 2013; Noe et al., 2013). A third of these candidates have a complex pattern of remission or relapse (de Tisi et al., 2011). It could be that the wrong brain tissue was removed; and the seizure focus was incompletely resected or missed entirely, or that the seizures were multi-focal in nature, or that the complex network reorganized itself. In the current clinical state, doctors do not know when they are right in their selection of brain tissue to be removed for seizure control. They only know after the fact if they were wrong, and generally it is not clear why a failure occurred. Could a better understanding of the individual network improve care (Spencer, Gerrard, & Zaveri, 2018)?

There exist many different computational models of personalized networks for assessing epilepsy surgery. For example, using data collected from intracranial monitoring done for presurgical evaluation, and a dynamic network analysis approach, a computational model for neocortical focal seizures was generated that categorized seizures according to different onset mechanism (Wang, Goodfellow, Taylor, & Baier, 2014). The classification, if verified, could be clinically relevant, as it also suggested three different treatment approaches based on the network classification (pharmaceutical, surgical, or neurostimulation). This concept of network analysis having predictive value for surgery has been also studied in other computational models derived from magneto- and electro-encephalographic patient data to reconstruct networks (Coan et al., 2016; Englot et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016; Sinha et al., 2017). Modeling has also been done using data derived from other modalities such as fMRI, suggesting network changes over the course of disease progression (Morgan, Abou-Khalil, & Rogers, 2015; Morgan, Conrad, et al., 2015). For example, a pilot study coupled structural and functional MRI with longitudinal outcomes to develop a connectivity model for predicting success rates of surgery in temporal lobe epilepsy (Morgan et al., 2017).

Network changes in the different models suggest that there may be dynamic network biomarkers for predicting surgical treatment outcome. A caveat to this work is that it has all been done on retrospective data, and the true test of these different computational models will be in whether they can inform clinicians prospectively for new patients. Validation is needed to test the models in a clinical setting. This will become available, to some degree, through a prospective study, in which patients will be computationally virtualized and optimal resection targets estimated from model and stereotactic EEG in the French clinical trial Epinov (2019-2022) and the European Human Brain Project.

**NEUROMODULATION AS A CASE-STUDY**

Increasingly, the epilepsy community has turned to brain stimulation as an alternative therapy when surgical resection is not an option. There are several systems for neurostimulation currently available for therapy. The Responsive Neurostimulation (RNS) Device is an FDA-approved device that has been on the market since 2013. The device consists of a microcontroller-based stimulus generator that is implanted in the skull and electrodes that are implanted directly into the predefined seizure foci region of the brain. The implanted device monitors brain signals from the electrode contacts and sends electrical
pulses through the electrode contacts to the brain in response to aberrant electrical signals to disrupt the seizure circuitry close to the seizure onset zone.

The Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) device, which was approved by the FDA in 2018, stimulates in a distal region of the seizure circuit, the anterior nucleus of the thalamus. The concept is to target modulatory centers that interface with the network rather than implanting in the seizure focus. In contrast to RNS therapy, a focal region does not need to be defined for the placement of the device. This concept of stimulating distal regions of the network to disrupt seizure propagation is not a novel one. One hypothesis is that these regions are “choke points”, or strategic regions in the network that can terminate abnormal activity propagating through the network (Paz & Huguenard, 2015). Previously, the cerebellum, hippocampus, basal ganglia, and other nuclei of the thalamus have been suggested as potential therapeutic targets (Fountas, Kapsalaki, & Hadjigeorgiou, 2010; Velasco et al., 2006; Vuong & Devergnas, 2018; for a review see: Laxpati, Kasoff, & Gross, 2014;) However, the data was mixed on whether there was clinical improvement of seizures when targeting these areas. One of the challenges for neuromodulatory therapies is an understanding what parameters (i.e. amplitude, frequency, and duration) are needed for stimulation to be effective. There is also a need to consider novel spatiotemporal stimulation paradigms, adapting to the extended network nature of the brain. With the currently available FDA approved therapies (DBS and RNS), not every patient has a successful outcome. Furthermore, neuromodulation is not being examined systematically in any clinical or large-scale studies of any kind. Given the community wide agreement that stimulation is promising (high risk, potentially high gain), this could be a good target for an innovative clinical decision-making software. If one could better map the dynamic state of the network, there would be a better understanding of the stimuli needed to tailor the neuromodulation therapy to the individual, and this should improve treatment options.

**Next Steps**

Our hypothesis is that adopting network analysis and modeling will allow us to stratify individuals. These classifications will enhance our understanding of an individual’s epilepsy and therefore tailor treatment to the individual more successfully. The overarching goal of Ei² is to lead an effort that would support personalized network modeling to transform care in epilepsy. From the Innovation Workshop, it was clear that we are still in early stages of network modeling. More exploratory analysis is needed rather than a large-scale effort to push the entire community forward towards one specific network modeling approach.

For us to get there, we need the following:

1. Access to more observational curated data to allow exploratory analysis for creating different types of computational network models. It still is not clear which computational model will be the best one, and therefore competition in this area should be encouraged. To promote interest in the field, one needs access to well-curated data, which is not a trivial task. Currently, significant resources have been allocated to start mapping out epilepsy neural circuits such as
through the Human Connectome Project, and the European Human Brain Project. Both initiatives are committed to sharing their large data-sets once complete, but the data will not be available until at least 2020. In the meantime, there are smaller data sets available at individual institutions. If there was support to curate data already collected in the siloed areas and support for preliminary exploratory analysis of those data, along with a culture of sharing those data with outside researchers, this could help accelerate activity in this area locally as well as in the various large-scale projects.

2. Most of the data already collected relies on data from intracranial monitoring for pre-surgical evaluation. These are invasive procedures and focus on a specific epilepsy subpopulation. Utilizing models based on non-invasive technologies such as high-density EEG, MEG, and neuroimaging could facilitate a diversity of new data sets to explore and understand epilepsy networks.

3. For new data collection initiatives, data where possible should be annotated throughout the patient’s epilepsy progression from new onset through treatment and beyond due to the dynamic nature of the disorder over time. Such initiatives would allow mathematicians to better constrain and parameterize their modeling of the epilepsy network.

4. Interdisciplinary approaches involving clinicians, neuroscientists, computer scientists, and mathematicians to facilitate different perspectives in these early days of network modeling should be encouraged to move the field forward. This interdisciplinary conversations should also include basic science investigations, such as the use of optogenetic control techniques (Bui et al., 2018; Krook-Magnuson, Armstrong, Oijala, & Soltesz, 2013; Paz et al., 2013), or widefield imaging (Liou et al., 2018; Rossi, Wykes, Kullmann, & Carandini, 2017) to probe seizure networks at the cellular and macroscale levels in the laboratory. This is critical for bridging the knowledge gap between cellular pathologies and processes and large-scale epileptic activity.

5. Investments should be made to not just support exploratory analysis to model the networks but also create visualization tools to make those models easier to interpret. For clinicians to start applying network analysis as clinical decision-making tools (for surgery, neurostimulation, or other activities) there needs to be a tool that is user-friendly, interpretable and recommends an action for the clinician to take. Therefore, tools to visualize the network, model patient-specific brain networks and make predictions should be encouraged as outcomes of the exploratory analysis, which can then be put systematically to the test. It was also observed that there have been many clinical decision-making tools created that recommend non-action (such as no surgery), but when there are limited options and a patient does not have other options, these recommendations are not put into action.
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